Healthy & Resilient Buildings

We recognize that our buildings have human impacts both within and outside their walls. Our building-related social programs span our Supply Chain, Building Health and Climate Change Resilience.

**SUPPLY CHAIN**

We recognize that much of the environmental footprint of our operations lies in our supply chain, the services and products we procure to construct and operate our buildings and the services and products that those suppliers in turn procure. In 2018, we performed an analysis to identify our Tier 1 suppliers and began developing a Supplier Social Sustainability Survey, which we sent to selected Tier 1 suppliers as a beta test. Using our analysis of those results, we will send an improved Supplier Survey to all Tier 1 suppliers in 2019 and analyze results.

**BUILDING HEALTH**

We have a robust building health program that promotes and verifies great indoor air quality, and emphasizes active design features that help our building occupants stay physically active.